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Our view on Edge Computing ...

Is (still, there was a talk at OCD 2017) work in progress ….

Edge Computing is all over the place

http://lmgtfy.com/?q=edge+computing+products

Edge Computing is all over the place (cont’d)

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/to
pics/ict-15-2019-2020.html
Publication Date : Oct 2017, Deadline: Mar 2019, Project KOM Oct 2019, First
Results Oct 2020

Edge Computing is … ? According to the EC
●

Edge computing (fog computing) technologies {that} integrate the limited
memory, storage and computation of fog nodes that are closer to where data
are generated into the cloud architecture and allow to make intelligent
decisions when to move computation from the edge to the cloud, while taking
into account the network capabilities as well as the security and/or sensitivity
of data

Edge Computing is … ?
●

“Edge Computing is the ability to cache information close to the client
application in order to achieve a significant improvement in performance”,
2002, UDICO

●

“Enable on-demand services (incl. Data processing services) at the edge of
networks where such services have been traditionally available in distant
data/cloud centers”, 2015, paper at SIGCOMM

http://www.udico.com/products/TierBroker%20Easy%20SOAP%20Now.pdf
http://www.sigcomm.org/sites/default/files/ccr/papers/2015/October/0000000-0000005.pdf

Edge Computing is … ?
●

“Fog computing also is often erroneously called edge computing, but there
are key differences. Fog works with the cloud, whereas edge is defined by the
exclusion of cloud. In additional to computation, Fog also addresses
networking, storage, control and acceleration”, 2017, OpenFogConsortium

●

“Fog extends the cloud to be closer to the things that produce and act on IoT
data. These devices, called fog nodes, can be deployed anywhere with a
network connection. Any device with computing, storage, and network
connectivity can be a fog node”, 2015, CISCO

https://www.openfogconsortium.org/wp-content/uploads/OpenFog_Reference_Architecture_2_09_17-FINAL.pdf
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/solutions/trends/iot/docs/computing-overview.pdf

Edge Computing is … ? NIST version
●

“Fog computing as an horizontal, physical or virtual resource paradigm that
resides between smart end-devices and traditional cloud computing or data
center.”, 2017, NIST

https://www.openfogconsortium.org/wp-content/uploads/OpenFog_Reference_Architecture_2_09_17-FINAL.pdf
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/solutions/trends/iot/docs/computing-overview.pdf

Cloud Computing is … ? NIST version
●

On-demand self-service

●

IaaS

●

Private

●

Broad network access

●

PaaS

●

Community

●

Resource pooling (multi-tenancy)

●

SaaS

●

Public

●

Rapid elasticity

●

Hybrid

●

Measured service (pay-as-you-go).

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-145.pdf
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IoT / Edge / Fog / Cloud … where is the edge?
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IoT Gateways - Functional Overview
●
●
Sensing/
Actuation

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Device Management (Device Discovery, Device-State
Repository/DB, Power Management, etc)
Multi-Connectivity Support (WiFi, Zigbee, Bluetooth,
etc)
Mobility Management
NAT / Tunneling
Multi-Protocol Integration / Protocol Translation
Message to Resource Mapping
Messaging Support (Caching, QoS, etc)
Message Encryption/Decryption
Message Filtering, Alerting
IoT Service/Application Components (e.g. OSGI
bundles)
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X + Y + Z = {87 to 199} ms for Mobile Access
{57 to 61} ms for Wired Access

Conclusions:
● Wireless Access adds up 30ms and more latency (50% of the ETH case). Question here
is where is the wireless-to-wired handover
● Depending on the Edge Scenario, Edge/Fog computing may be helpful or not
● Mind: OSI-7 ping was used

Edge Scenarios matter. The Telecom-Scenario
●

Edge typically within a mobile cellular network or another
form of access network.

●

The primary driver for this is a means to exploit the
telecoms network's proximity to end users.

●

Allows for QoS integration down to L1 (OSI)

●

Integration with the larger centralized cloud Data Centre
achieved by cooperation with the Telco operator

●

Implies revenue sharing and cooperation in planning
since low mobile usage may not mean low cloud usage
and vice versa

Edge Scenarios matter. The OTT-Scenario
●

Edge typically at strategic locations (PoPs)

●

May be hierarchical, e.g. from continental location over
regional locations to national reach

●

The primary aim is to provide performance via a Content
Distribution Network that ranges across the strategic
locations

●

Basically a caching mechanism (more or less
sophisticated)

●

Integration with Telco operators not foreseen per se,
with ISPs however

Edge Scenarios matter. The OTT-Scenario

Edge / Fog Computing (E/FC) is more than Caching
●

E/FC Proponent: Edge/Fog is not only about network latency. It has Compute
in its name for a reason.

●

Recall: Fog works with the cloud. In additional to computation, Fog also
addresses networking, storage, control and acceleration”, 2017,
OpenFogConsortium

●

Cloud Computing indeed is well defined
○

●

On-demand, self-service, network access, multi-tenant, elastic, pay-as-you-go

Hypothesis
○

If E/FC is about Cloud, it should share the same principles

Cloud Principle: On-demand Self-Service
●

On-demand Self Service is a key feature of Cloud Computing as it provides
agility and focus to IT-based enterprises
○

●
●

On-demand Compute enables Applications without infrastructure ownership
Economies of scale is the economic driver for IaaS Provider
○

●

It is not always cheaper by pure IT-ops based considerations

Economies of scale is reached by serving a maximum amount of user
■ A maximum amount of users is served with a multi-purpose platform
■ A maximum amount of users is served by placing DCs at strategic (central) locations

IaaS runs in specific Cloud-scale DCs
○
○
○
○
○

Are designed to scale
Are designed to provide high levels of security and availability (24/7 security services or UPS)
Concentrate the complexity of operations to a certain number of locations
Use automation facilities to achieve highest levels of optimizations
Automation frameworks are a decisive cost factor

Cloud Principle: On-demand Self-Service using E/FC
From … To

Fundamental question: Can a subset of users justify the higher operational cost?

On-demand Self-Service: What is the (uh) Killer App?
●

●

●

We seek for a diverse set of users with diverse
applications concentrated to a rather limited area but
bearing the potential to overwhelm the capacity of a
central cloud-scale DC
Why set of users?
○ Can be one, but even less likely to make
economic sense
○ Difficult for one to exceed resource limits
○ No need of cloud computing facility if not
multi-tenant
Why diverse set of applications?
○ Can be one, but how likely is that one application
is relevant to enough users such that it creates a
massive amount of resource demand?

E/FC is not meant as Multi-Purpose facility
●

E/FC is to serve a specific set of users with more specific applications

●

The added value is found in flexible orchestration, placement, release
management, and maintenance of (micro) services (components) of local and
potentially distributed applications

●

Cloud sanity check
○
○
○
○
○

Do we need a cloud computing framework to achieve this?
Virtualization?
Built-in Orchestration frameworks?
■ Why not use apt-get or Dockerhub to get an application component to a specific location
And where is the difference to (for-long-existing) IoT Gateways?
And more generally, what is the research challenge?

Cloud Principle: Resource Pooling
●

E/FC is the savior of Cloud Computing as it protects the cloud from (potential)
overload situations
○
○
○

●

What exactly is the limiting factor? Compute, Network, or Storage?
DCs have been built to rapidly scale at massive scale
AWS is adding more capacity per day to AWS than its total operation 20yrs ago

E/FC is required as resources of end-devices are limited
○
○
○
○
○

Really?
Perhaps in IoT and indeed, a massive increase has been predicted … for the past 15 years (or
even more)
However, capabilities of small devices have increased significantly, and price has gone down.
'Moore's Law' still kicking?
If the limitation is the network … so far it has been keeping up (okay, mostly and there is
Shannon’s Law).
And again, what is the difference to for-long-existing IoT-Gateways?

Cloud Principle: Elasticity
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

The cloud enables applications to scale automatically
A feature that exists and is proven to a reasonable extent
How widely autoscaling is used is somewhat unknown (to me at least)
Is this a research issue for the E/FC case?
Well, the mechanisms are there.
The question is whether it is the cloud infrastructure that decides (algorithms)
and implements (mechanism) a scaling request (potentially along with a
specific placement)
But irrespectively, it is basically a capacity estimation and placement task and
this has been a research topic for long

What if we relax the classic “E/FC has to be all Cloud assumption”?
●
●

Very difficult from a research perspective. Precise definitions are sacred :)
Okay, but what if
○

●

Indeed a valid consideration, not even entirely new

Server-less Computing/Function as a Service - e.g. AWS Lambda
○
○
○
○
○

Runs on “Edge Nodes”
Features most of classic Cloud Principles (not entirely multi-purpose, defines (resource) limits,
orchestration perhaps partially possible)
Generally well integrated with services of “The Cloud” (from the same provider)
Was conceptually not foreseen in IoT-GWs as such.
Usage driver
■ Application is so small that it is simply cheaper to run it as Function-as-a-Service

What if we relax the classic “E/FC has to be all Cloud assumption”?

More on Lambda Limits:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/lambda-requirements-limits.html

The Cloud-enabled IoT-Gateway - almost

●
●
●
●

Integrates with the AWS cloud
management framework
IaaS - somewhat
Centered around S3 (object storage)
and Lambda (Function as a Service)
Lacks many IoT-GW features
○ Multi-connectivity
○ Device management
○ etc

Conclusions
●
●

Edge / Fog is a “hot topic” - Buzz
From a research perspective
○
○
○

●

Edge appears to be fitting into the usual from distributed-to-central-to-distributed-to-central
pattern
Not entirely clear what the research challenge is - from the IaaS perspective
PaaS - not being addressed in this talk - seems to bear more open questions, albeit much
appears also around “automated deployment/orchestration”

From a business perspective
○
○

Edge / Fog products have their purpose
Whether these are really “cloud” products in the classic sense is a secondary matter and
remains questionable.

